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community
In her keynote address at the 2016
Transforming Community conference in
Duluth, Maureen Walker (2018) defined
community as “a place where we can be
known; people miss us when we don’t
show up; and, perhaps, someone even
cares” (p.23). She added that we are
“social beings—born to thrive in
connection with each other—so it is no
surprise that we find the life blood of our
dreams, our values, and our expectations
in community”(p.23).
Jordan (2018) suggests expanding the
application of relational-focused RCT
from the micro level to “the macro level
of groups, societies, the world” (p.127).
She further suggests: “Connection itself
needs to be supported and empowered.
Communities need to be attended to and
nourished”(p.128).
Sandstrom and Dunn (2014) report
finding that even “weak ties are related to
social and emotional wellbeing…. even
social interactions with the more
peripheral members of our social
networks” (para.1).
Carol Gilligan with Snider (2018) also

views relationships as important to
human wellbeing. She proposes that the
culture of patriarchy prevalent in our
world today supports a binary view of
gender and ‘appropriate’ gender-based
behavior that serves to further separate
us. While she proposes that the
psychological function of these beliefs is
to protect us from being hurt by loss of
love, she also sees it in reality hurting us
more by serving to keep us separate.
Boys and girls are taught very specific
ways of behaving and who to be friends
with if they wish to be socially accepted.
By accepting these beliefs of others, we
may possibly prevent social shunning by
some, but we are clearly separated from
others with whom we might form close
supportive relationships that can
promote our wellbeing.
What is happening in our communities
today? The Duluth News Tribune
headline for March 19, 2019 was:
“‘Clusters of death’ rising in Minnesota:
State agency reports increase in alcohol
and opioid overdose deaths and
suicides”(p.1). Dr. Greminger, a

thoughts from Judy Jordan, ph.d.:

physician teaching at UMD Medical
School is quoted there: “I personally
wonder…if our lack of connectedness
with each other and with people in the
community, if our migration toward
online and less interpersonal connection
doesn’t destroy some of what makes us
who we are?”(pp.A1,A3).
Things are happening! The Tamarack
Institute in Canada works to strengthen
and empower poor communities. A local
Duluth church offers “fellowship” time
Wednesday evenings—a practice dating
back to the 1850s.
Share your stories with others in the
RCT community in our newsletters—
theduluthconnection@gmail.com.
Dorothy Graff, Ph.D., LICSW, Editor
Sources: Gilligan, C. & Snider, N. (2018). Why does
patriarchy persist? UK: Polity Press.
-Jordan, J. (2018). Relational-Cultural therapy.
Washington, D.C:APA.
-Sandstrom, G. & Dunn, E. (2014). Social interactions
and well-being: The surprising power of weak ties.
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. Retrieved from:
https://doi.org/10.1177/0146167214529799.
-Walker, M. (2018). Transforming community through
disruptive empathy. In Gunderson, C., Graff, D.,&
Craddock, K. (Eds.),Transforming community: Stories of
connection through the lens of Relational-Cultural theory.
Duluth, MN: Whole Person.

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US

RCT is increasingly identified as promoting a worldview in which growth-fostering relationships are seen as essential to all
development. When we strive to create more mutual, empathic relationships, we offer a world that supports vulnerability and
honors the basic interdependence of all people. To create a more humane world we build empathy, not ego; bridges, not walls.
Together we can contribute to the growing and validating recognition of the power of connection.
I especially want to help the next generation bring a spirit of mutual growth into a world. I am trying to get the message out that at
the core we are connecting, interdependent beings. As such we share responsibility for one another. My wish is, really, that we can
honor peoples’ needs to contribute, to participate in each others’ growth and the growth of community. I am stretching to reach
others we have not yet touched…to provide hope by showing a better way, a way that is based on mutual empathy. I want to
write, to speak, to inspire, to support hope. I want to contribute to an attitude shift that truly supports people in their inevitable
vulnerability and in their strength as well. I look for fundamental change in prevailing cultural values, away from building Self and
Ego to building Empathy. My passion for the work endures.
[See p.4 for your invitation]
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Lorem Ipsum
Thoughts
on Mutuality

proposed by Maureen Walker, Ph.D.
In “What to do When Just Getting Along is Not
Enough”, Walker (2017) cites Jean Baker Miller
as stating that encounters with “embodied
difference” are necessary for growth, but those
don’t “compel change…(or) compromise”
(p.16-17). She writes: “Mutuality makes room
for—even requires—giving energetic voice to
values that support justice, inclusion, and an
expanded narrative of human possibility”
(p.17). However, she suggests that “rather than
focusing my energies on influencing the other
person, I must also be open to being influenced”
(p.18).
To facilitate that often emotion-laden process,
she suggests breathing—even when “we feel
that we must speak or burst”—to help relax the
body and even “bring our cerebral cortex
online” (p.18). While such self-calming may be
difficult in moments when “our preferred
narratives of reality” are challenged, she posits
that when our personal narratives “hold us to a
static understanding of reality they undermine
the sense of possibility...hold us captive to who
we think we are rather than freeing us to
imagine who (we) will allow ourselves to
become” (p.20).
Are there exceptions to what we believe to be
true? Can we then let new images emerge? She
suggests we be open to a possible “superb
surprise” (p.20). To do this, she proposes we
ask ourselves “What might I learn from this
person that will help___?” and then ask “a
question to elicit new information, not to
silence the other person” (p.21).
Walker envisions relational images as “stories
we carry in our bodies about who other people
are” (p.21). She writes: “Anchoring our
interactions in mutuality is transformative
because it creates a space that allows images to
shift” (p.22). In addition, it “helps us resist the
fearful urge to ‘morally’ over-power another
person by forcing them to fit within the
boundaries of our pre-conceived story of
reality. It saves us from blinding selfrighteousness” (p.22).
Walker concludes that when we begin to see
the other person is not a “monster”, we expand
“our own capacity for real, human engagement”
and move forward with “a stronger sense of
confidence, competence, and freedom” (p.22).
[Source: Walker, M. (2017). What to Do When Just
Getting Along is Not Enough. Retrieved from
maureenwalker.com]

Still unpacking the backpack—RCT and
confronting white privilege: an exploration
by white rct practitioners
by Lisa M. Eible, DSW, MSW, LCSW
From 2015 to 2017, a group of White RCT educators and practitioners met to
explore individual and collective racism. Our initial goals were to raise each
person’s individual awareness of their own privilege and to name how it
impacted the way we experienced the world. We sought to contribute thru
documenting and communicating our experiences. In 2016-2017, we
summarized our insights as follows in what we called Our Beliefs:
1. We acknowledge and accept that we each have individual work to do related
to our own racism.
2. We acknowledge our Western culture, and how we are acculturated to
individualism and meritocracy.
3. We believe there is value in group-work related to racism, as it allows
exploration of ideas, gentle confrontation of bias and “healthy conflict” with
supported vulnerability, and collective intellectual and emotional growth. We
can use, in a group focused on racism and privilege, our individual and
collective stories to learn from one another. Further, we recognize relational
“co-responsibility” and that the commitment to the group keeps us sensitive and
focused on racial issues.
4. We recognize the damage of racism in our individual and collective lives
included the hurt caused to people of color in institutions, societal, economic
and interpersonal spheres.
5. We believe in the power of relational healing.
6. We are committed to social action on issues of race and privilege for
ourselves and for our world.
7. We believe in an RCT lens for viewing racism—that isolation is a primary
source of emotional pain, that privilege is real, that traditional cultural norms
contain bias which privileges certain groups and disadvantages others, that
shame and its sources are a part of working through issues.
8. We believe that RCT offers an effective language to relational existence and
to continued growth on the journey to eradicate racism. We believe in “going
deeper” and approaching racism and privilege fearlessly.
9. We believe in the relationship of racism to neuroscience and continue to
explore the impact of racism on the brain and the opportunities for “rewiring”.
10. We acknowledge the challenges of becoming articulate regarding racerelated issues and seek to become more fluent.
11. We recognize that all relational journeys are life-long, including those
involving race-related issues.
RCT provides a valuable lens for examining issues of race, class, and privilege.
Our group found that RCT provided a solid theoretical framework for
unpacking issues related to White privilege; and that in the unpacking,
individual and collective growth occurred. [For a more detailed description of
the group, it’s members and findings see www.lisaeible.com.]
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Building community thru connection:
By Amy Makice, MSW, LCSW
Since reading my first work-in-progress more than two decades ago, RelationalCultural theory has informed not only my clinical work, but my friendships,
parenting, social justice work, and even spiritual seeking. All of these areas
converged at the right moment in 2018 to create the Bloomington Center for
Connection.
When I was looking for office space to support my clinical practice, the space I
found was much larger than a single office, prompting people to ask me what I
was planning to do with the extra space. “Social justice” was my answer, though
I wasn’t certain what that entailed.
In May of the following year—what was to be the first board meeting of the
Center, five people gathered to share our hopes and dreams of strengthening
relationships in our community. We talked about the importance of being
authentic in our work. We explored how to create supported vulnerability—an
atmosphere conducive to mutual growth-fostering relationships. One pointed
out that this was challenging “because for this to work, we have to try to live
RCT.”
Over the next 10 weeks, we solidified our mission—activate love and
connection to dismantle toxic cultural conditions of inequity and isolation—and
our vision to grow community through courageous connections, beginning with
Bloomington’s first Relational Summit that August named Courageous
Connections. Maureen Walker gave the keynote address on Power redefined:
Disruptive empathy as a tool for liberation, and two panels of community
members met later to have conversations on using RCT to address the opiate
crisis and advocacy work. [See pictures at left.]
When it was time to grow our board, a local woman with experience leading
local nonprofits recommended that I find people passionate about the work
first. My recruitment message became: “I’m looking for people passionate about
RCT. It would give me such joy to embark on this journey with you on the
board.”
We reached out whenever we noticed a program that would fit with RCT, or a
need RCT could support. “People grow through and toward connection”
became our most commonly spoken phrase. Sometimes those conversations
were one-time deals; other times they led to collaboration applying RCT to
community challenges. Over that year, we created partnerships with a local
school, the domestic violence shelter, a group for LGBTQAI youth, and
eventually, the City of Bloomington, that offered us space for our Relational
Summit and helped promote Maureen Walker’s keynote address.
Even on that sunny Friday summer evening, Maureen Walker’s talk was well
attended, and our RCT discussions the next day were energetic and thought
provoking—sparking long-term interest in our work from new people. We
continue to work to live in an RCT community, and are planning our second
Relational Summit with Harriet Schwartz this Fall. This is possible because
amazing people who believe RCT is exactly what we need at this moment in
history surround me. My RCT journey continues, and I share it every chance I
get. [Contact information: Amy@bloomington.cc, 812-669-2227 and
www.bloomingtonCenterforConnection.org]
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thoughts from Judy Jordan, ph.d. (continued from p. 1):WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US
My goal is to seek to clarify and disseminate the powerful understandings that have been developed over the years as RelationalCultural theory. These ideas offer a bold new way of understanding human nature and development. Simply put, we grow in
connection. Accordingly, we are developing a new nonprofit, Growth in Connection, to serve as the home of RelationalCultural theory. We are currently constructing a website, I look forward to establishing and strengthening our alliances with
others who share a vision of the power of relationship to heal individuals and societies.
I invite all of you to join us in this movement of mutuality. We are continuing to build theory, encourage change in prevailing ideas
about what motivates people, and what contributes to wellbeing. While RCT is honored as a theory, it is also part of a social
movement passed along to others in ripples and echoes, with passion and a deep desire to create a better, kinder and safer world.
Please watch for the upcoming announcement of the launch of our new Growth in Connection website. We invite you to join us
and look forward to receiving your ideas and feedback. [See announcement below for more details.]

Announcements
Growth in Connection is a new non-profit organization that serves as the global hub for Relational-Cultural
Theory. Honoring its predecessor, the Jean Baker Miller Training Institute at the Wellesley Centers for Women, it is a think and
action tank whose goals are:
-to share and spread the ideas that are central to Relational-Cultural Theory with a larger and more diverse audience—through
traditional and social media, academic conferences, national and regional gatherings, and annual awards
-to help "grow" a new generation of RCT scholars and practitioners; to support existing RCT "nodes" that are springing up around
the country and around the world, by promoting their work and providing technical assistance
-to create products and conduct trainings for use in a variety of settings—schools, workplaces, and clinical and social justice
settings. This will include establishing certification credentials for scholars and practitioners
-to initiate social justice projects, in partnership with like-spirited organizations that will bring the values and principles of
Relational-Cultural Theory to life
Growth in Connection will launch its new website some time in the late summer. Stay tuned!
Mentors needed: Connie Gunderson, Ph.D., LISW, is again offering an advanced practice hybrid course on RCT this Fall
semester at The College of St. Scholastica in order to provide MSW students and RCT scholars/practitioners the opportunity to
collaborate in integrating and practicing RCT in therapeutic relationships with individuals and groups. In addition, the course
affords a framework to learn how RCT fosters growth and change in organizational, environmental and social systems. RCT
practitioners and those interested in RCT are encouraged to join in person or by ZOOM. For additional information, please
contact Connie Gunderson, Ph.D.at cgunderson@css.edu.
Certificate in Person-centered care: reducing isolation & loneliness: The University of
Wisconsin, Superior, Center for Continuing Education is offering 8 Workshops beginning July 10 that will promote learning on
recognizing the health effects of isolation/loneliness, the causes, effects and evidence-based responses to it, ways to overcome
barriers to social engagement, and tools to engage others that are meaningful to them. For more information and to register go to
https://cvent.me/5E8xK
[Scholarships and incentives are available.]
Quote for thought: by Robert F. Smith, billionaire investor and purported “richest black man in America” at the
May 2019 graduation ceremony at Morehouse College which was founded in 1867 in the basement of the Springfield Baptist
Church in Georgia “to educate black men for careers in ministry and teaching” (https://www.morehouse.edu/about/legacy.html).
In part, he said: “This is my class, 2019. And my family is making a grant to eliminate their student loans….Let’s make sure every
class has the same opportunity going forward, because we are enough to take care of our own community….We are enough to
ensure we have all of the opportunities of the American dream, and we will show it to each other through our actions and through
our words and through our deeds.” [See the entire speech on the Morehouse College site: https://www.morehouse.edu/]
Communities come in many sizes, shapes and colors. What communities do you belong to? What do you do
to support those communities? In today’s hectic world it is often difficult to find the time to do so. Media
encourages us to be competitive consumers. How can each of us work to engage with and really connect with
people in our lives and build healthy communities. W e in vite you to sha re yo ur ideas a nd wo rk for
us to s hare tho se with o thers. Sincerely, Dorothy Graff, PhD, LICSW, Editor & The Duluth group:
Cynthia Donner, MSW, LGSW; Connie Gunderson, PhD, LISW; Julie Kim, MSW, LICSW; Jane Larson,
MSW, LICSW; Leah Prussia, DSW, LICSW

